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Abstract. We demonstrate a simple artiﬁcial chemistry environment in
which two small evolutionary transitions from the simplest self-replicators
to larger ones are observed. The replicators adapt to increasingly harsh
environments, where they must synthesise the components they need for
replication. The evolution of a biosynthetic pathway of increasing length
is thus achieved, through the use of simple chemical rules for catalytic
action.
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Introduction

The evolutionary growth of biological complexity [11] is an intriguing process
but not one we are able to experiment with directly because of the time-scales
involved. The creation of a virtual organism, one that replicates, competes for
survival in a simulated environment and undergoes largescale evolutionary development is a primary goal of ALife research. Being able to tinker with such a
creature inside a computer simulation would be a useful tool for exploring the
requirements for life and for the growth of complexity to occur naturally.
Ideally, the constituent components of the creature would be closely related
to those in nature, in order that any conclusions drawn about the simulated
biology might be expected to hold for our actual biology. One way to achieve
this is through direct simulation of our physics and chemistry but to accurately
simulate even a single molecule stretches current computing capabilities. The
IBM Blue Gene project aims to combine one million CPUs into a supercomputer
in order to simulate the folding of proteins suspended in water. Even with an
awesome 1015 ﬂoating-point operations per second it is estimated that simulating
a system of 32,000 atoms for 100 microseconds would take three solid years of
computing time [20].
Thus for the moment we are forced to abstract out some of the details, leaving a simulation that contains the features that we think are important but that
requires far less computing power. There have been many diﬀerent approaches
taken to this problem over the years, with cellular automata (see [15]) and machine code systems (see [21]) perhaps the most popular. Biological processes
can also be modelled using artiﬁcial chemistries [3], with a division between abstract chemistries that have no representation of the physical location of the
components (eg. AlChemy [4], P-systems and membrane computing [14] and
ARMS/ACS [16]) and more concrete artiﬁcial chemistries that do (eg. [12, 10,
6]).

Modern Darwinian theory tells us that there are three fundamental requirements for the evolutionary growth of complexity. Firstly, there must exist entities
that duplicate information (replicators). Secondly, there must exist an evolutionary path from the simplest replicator to the most complex, with only minimal
changes at each step, achievable through random mutation. Thirdly, at every
step, the minimally more complicated replicator must outperform (or at least
survive in the presence of) all the surviving replicators. Without this third requirement there would exist an evolutionary path but there would be no drive
to follow it. Of course this does not mean that every minimally more complicated replicator has to outperform all surviving replicators, merely that for an
evolutionary path to have been followed this must have been true at every step.
In this paper we present a novel artiﬁcial chemistry (AC) environment that
meets all three requirements and does indeed exhibit evolutionary growth, though
in the current system only two small steps are demonstrated. Previous systems in
which the evolutionary growth of complexity has been observed include Geb [2],
an agent-based simulation in which neural networks evolve, and Avida [8], a
machine code system in which replicators that perform certain pre-speciﬁed operations are rewarded with the energy needed to execute their code. One advantage that concrete ACs have over such systems is that their representation is
much closer to the substrate of our own biology - this should make the organisms more recognisable in their design solutions and any experimental ﬁndings
should be more directly applicable to an understanding of natural evolution.
Additionally, unlike the two systems mentioned, some ACs have the features
that have been suggested as necessary for creative, open-ended evolution [19]:
implicit reproduction, embeddedness of individuals, materiality and rich interactions. Of these four features, Geb arguably has two (implicit reproduction and
rich interactions) while Avida, interestingly, has none.
The AC presented in [6] showed a strong survival pressure for smaller replicators, since these were able to copy themselves more rapidly. The same eﬀect
is observed in vitro with the Qβ replicase [13]. A fascinating question, and one
we must answer if we are to understand why complex life evolved on Earth, is
this: what are the features of a system that drive the evolutionary growth of
complexity? Towards this question, though falling short of answering it, we can
explore ways of extending the AC given in [6] to produce a growth in complexity.
Note that achieving the equivalent of this in vitro is very diﬃcult because we do
not have the luxury of being able to change the rules of chemistry and cannot
easily monitor the dynamics of the system but perhaps the same result might
be achieved in other ways.
Satisfying the third requirement for evolution (that at least some more complex replicators should be naturally selected for) was found to be diﬃcult in our
AC. Without a membrane surrounding each replicator, frequently it was found
that any phenotypic beneﬁt of having certain bases in the molecule would be
shared with other replicators nearby, thus conferring no survival advantage. One
solution that was found was that the molecules should be able to catalyse the
units needed for their replication (‘food’) from the surrounding primordial soup

but that these food particles would soon be converted back into non-food particles if not utilised. The second part of this provision ensures that it is likely
to be only the replicator that catalysed the food that gets the beneﬁt. It was
found that with limited ﬂow between a sequence of environments in which it was
possible for the replicators to catalyse the components they needed but increasingly diﬃcult to do so, the replicators would adapt, increasing in length as they
acquired more catalytic bases.
The process of synthesising required components is a major part of the activity of cells, and the development of this ability was an important step in
evolution:
“The mechanism for the evolution of long biosynthetic pathways was
probably that envisioned by N. H. Horowitz [5]. Any organism that could
convert some available compound to a compound required for cell reproduction could then survive in the absence of the formerly required compound. Organisms that developed pathways for the synthesis of required
cell compounds had selective advantages over others.” [9] (p. 8)
Firstly, in the next section we specify the chemical rules of the system and its
starting conﬁguration. In section 3 we show that by introducing mutation and
occasional mixing between diﬀerent compartments the molecules evolve upwards
in length as they adapt to survive in the diﬀerent environments.
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System Description

As before (see [6]), we use a simple diﬀusion algorithm on a square grid in 2D,
giving us the movement that brings our simulated atoms into contact with each
other. (It should be noted that certain features of our atoms are not shared
with actual atoms, and perhaps a closer analogy is with a small molecule such
an amino acid.) Each atom moves at random to an empty square in its Moore
neighbourhood, if there are any, with the additional constraint that it is also not
allowed to move outside of the Moore neighbourhood of any atom it is bonded
to.
Bonds between atoms are made and broken by reactions, which can also
change the state of atoms (0,1,...) but not their type (a-f). One problem with
the reactions in [6] was that the molecules had a tendency to become tangled
with each other when replicating. While this gave them the ability to mutate
we found that the rate of mutation was too high for the experiments here. A
diﬀerent set of reactions was found that gave much more robust replication,
these are shown in Fig. 1a. By using three-way reactions we can ensure that
in the normal replication sequence bonds only form between atoms in the same
molecule, something which is very diﬃcult to enforce when using only two-way
reactions. Additionally we were able to reduce the number of states required
from 10 to 7.
To introduce catalytic eﬀects we also introduce reactions R9-R13 as shown
in Fig. 2. R9 is responsible for converting the ‘food’ atoms (state 0) to non-food

Fig. 1. (a) The reactions required for molecular replication in our artiﬁcial chemistry. Some act between just two atoms, while others involve three atoms. x and y
are variables standing for any type (a-f). These reactions only specify the atoms that
are directly involved, the atoms may be bonded to other atoms not shown. (b) Three
stages in the replication sequence of an eabcf molecule. Any chain of atoms a-d in state
1 with an e1 at one end and an f1 at the other will replicate repeatedly using these
reactions when immersed in a soup of free atoms in state 0.

atoms (state 7). One atom in state 7 in an environment containing atoms in state
0 will very rapidly convert them all to state 7 through a cascade of reactions.
Reactions R10 and R11 introduce another non-food atom state, 8. Atoms in
state 8 convert both state 0 and state 7 to state 8.
Reactions R12 and R13 provide the catalytic countermeasures to this removal
of food. R12 says that an atom of type a with state i (where i ∈ {1, 2 . . . 6})
will convert an atom in state 7 to state 0, thus rendering it available for use in
replication. A molecule in the form e1a1f1 would therefore be able to replicate
when only atoms in state 7 were available by ﬁrst converting them to state 0.
Similarly, atoms b1-b6 convert atoms in state 8 to state 7. Molecules with both
a and b atoms in them would be able to replicate (albeit slowly) if only atoms
in state 8 were available. These statements are veriﬁed in the next section.
Additionally, reaction R14 allows the spontaneous formation of the smallest
possible replicator (e1f1), while R15 allows replicators to add or lose an atom
(mutation). Unlike R1-R13, these reactions do not take place every time the
right atoms come together, instead only happening with some low probability.

Fig. 2. R9-R13: Additional reactions that give replicating molecules some catalytic
properties. x and y are variables standing for any type (a-f), i is a variable standing for
any state in the range 1-6. R14-R15: Two additional reactions that allow evolutionary
change. R14 permits the minimal replicator (e1f1) to appear spontaneously when an
e0 and an f0 come into contact. R15 permits replicators to change length occasionally,
either adding or losing an atom. Reactions R14 and R15 only happen with a low
probability, P = 0.00001.
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Observations

We initialize a virtual world with the above physics and chemistry and the
following environment. The world is 152 × 50 and is divided into three zones by
two vertical walls of static atoms in a non-reacting state (-1) at columns 51 and
102. The three zones are initialised with atoms in state 0, 7 and 8 respectively,
at a density of 1 atom to every 6 squares.

As before [6], periodically the zones are ﬂooded by removing all the atoms in
one half and ﬁlling that half with atoms in the raw material state (in this case
0, 7 or 8 depending on the zone). This happens every Tﬂood = 10, 000 timesteps.
This repeated dilution ensures that only replicators can persist1 .
Every 10 × Tﬂood = 100, 000 iterations we cause a degree of mixing between
the zones. First we delete half of zone 3 and move half of zone 2 into it. Then,
we move half of zone 1 into the empty half of zone 2 and reﬁll the empty half of
zone 1 with atoms of random type with state 0. Any replicators that get carried
between zones will either be able to survive in the new chemical environment or
will be removed with successive ﬂoods.
In this experiment we do not seed any of the zones with replicators but instead
allow them to form and evolve naturally. We keep a record of each replication
event (by waiting for R8 and then analysing the molecules that were involved)
so that we can track the frequency of replication of each molecule in each zone.
Figure 3 shows the results of a typical run. In zone 1 (top) the molecule ef
dominates, although various mutants are seen. In zone 2 there is no replication
until the appearance of eaf at 90,000 iterations. The ﬁrst eaf replicator could
either have mutated in zone 1 and been transported over, or could have mutated
from an ef molecule in zone 2 that had been transported previously. In zone
3 (bottom), there is no lasting replication until 290,000 iterations when ebaf
molecules appear. In each zone there are occurances of mutated replicators that
perform less well than the dominant replicators but these are quickly eradicated,
indicating the selection pressures at work.
In zone 3, the ebaf molecule does not dominate forever. In this run, at approximately 2,200,000 iterations (not shown) the equivalent molecule eabf takes
over, after a brief struggle.
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Conclusions

We have demonstrated a simple artiﬁcial chemistry environment in which the
evolutionary growth in replicator length from 2 to 4 can be observed. While
this is only a modest increase, the experiments show that adding simple catalytic properties to replicating molecules can create a survival diﬀerential. It has
been suggested that the earliest evolution on Earth from the smallest replicating molecules to more complex ones must have involved some simple phenotypic
properties of the molecule, since an explicit decoding mechanism could not yet
have evolved [7, 1, 17]. While we may never know exactly which phenotypic properties were ﬁrst acquired, the experiments in this paper conﬁrm that evolutionary growth is possible with simple catalytic eﬀects, and without an enclosing
membrane.
Clearly a membrane is a desirable thing from a replicator’s point of view.
Being able to protect the genomic information from harmful reactions with unknown external agents, and additionally to keep the products of catalytic re1

Likewise, homeopaths should be careful about bacteria lest their dilutions inadvertently have a physical eﬀect on their customers...

Fig. 3. The average replication rates of diﬀerent replicators for the three diﬀerent zones
1, 2 and 3 (top to bottom). While molcules in the form ef appear early on in zone 1,
zones 2 and 3 remain without life until molecules eaf and ebaf respectively are evolved.

actions to oneself are strong incentives to develop and maintain the necessary
information sequence. It would be instructive to try to evolve this mechanism in
an AC, perhaps by incorporating ideas from other ACs where membranes have
been created [10, 12]. It is also conceivable that we may one day be able to combine replicators and lipids in the laboratory to make synthetic proto-cells [18],
this would also be exciting.
Perhaps the biggest drawback in the current system is that we are only getting as much out as we put in, since the evolutionary changes are in direct
response to the environmental conditions and catalytic reactions that we concocted. A major goal of evolutionary systems is to ﬁnd a way to provide the
minimum of features after which evolution takes-oﬀ and develops complexity
on its own. The only system to date that seems to have achieved this (other
than biology on Earth) is Geb [2]. In our AC this would mean ﬁnding a set
of reactions that allows the sequence of bases to aﬀect the survival chances of
the replicator. If such reaction-sets can be found then their common features
should enable general conclusions to be drawn about the requirements for the
evolutionary growth of complexity.
We have chosen to implement the artiﬁcial chemistry described on a 2D grid
but it would work equally well with other physics, including continuous space in
2D or 3D. Some demonstrations of this and of the experiments in the paper are
available at: http://www.eastman.ucl.ac.uk/~thutton/Evolution/Squirm3
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